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ABSTRACT: The reaction mechanism and process safety for
epoxidation were investigated in this study. 1-(2-Chlorophenyl)-2-
(4-fluorophenyl)-3-(1,2,4-triazole) propene (triazolene), a typical
representative of high steric olefinic compounds, was chosen as the
raw material. In addition, hydrogen peroxide was chosen as the
oxygen source in the reaction. Online Raman spectroscopy
combined with high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) was used for the process monitoring analysis. The results
of this study indicated that the epoxidation process is exothermic,
and the apparent reaction heat was 1340.0 kJ·kg−1 (measured by
the mass of triazolene). The heat conversion rate was 39.7%
immediately after hydrogen peroxide dosing to a triazolene and maleic anhydride mixture solution in chloroform. This result
indicated that a considerable amount of heat is accumulated during the epoxidation reaction, which leads to a potential high safety
concern. The study of the reaction mechanism showed that maleic anhydride reacts with hydrogen peroxide quickly to form maleic
acid peroxide, which is controlled by hydrogen peroxide feeding, and the formed maleic acid peroxide further reacts with triazolenes
slowly, which is a kinetically controlled reaction. Decomposition kinetics studies revealed that the temperatures corresponding to the
time of maximum reaction rate for 8 and 24 h are TD24 = 89.9 °C and TD8 = 104.1 °C, respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION
Epoxidation of alkenes is a very important oxidation reaction,1

which aims to form an epoxide compound by adding one atom
of oxygen between the carbon atoms at both ends of the double
bond of alkenes.2 The Epoxide compound is one of the most
valuable compounds in the pharmaceutical and spice indus-
tries.3−5 In addition, it has an active ternary epoxy structure,
which is prone to ring-opening reactions under various
conditions, resulting in high-value-added chemical products
and intermediates.6,7 At present, the traditional epoxidation
methods are mostly used in industry, the halogen alcohol
method and peroxide acid method are mainly used to prepare
epoxide compounds.8 The halogen alcohol method9 was widely
used in the early industrial preparation of Epoxide, but its
synthesis process was complicated, and the separation and
treatment of byproducts were difficult and then caused serious
environmental pollution. Now, this method has been phased out
in industrial production. The peroxide acid method10 is a
relatively simple epoxidation method of olefins. Based on the
different epoxidation methods, it can be classified into direct
oxidation and indirect oxidation.11 In direct oxidation, the
olefins react directly with organic peroxy acids, such as performic
acid, peracetic acid, and peroxy benzoic acid. In indirect
oxidation, organic peroxy acid is generated during the process
and immediately participates in epoxidation with olefins.
Because of the high price of organic peroxy acid and the
existence of instability, it is easy to decompose, inconvenient to

store, and involves other security risks. The indirect oxidation
method is thus typically used for epoxidation in industry.
A high concentration of hydrogen peroxide was commonly

used as the oxidant in indirect epoxidation, and hydrogen
peroxide is also unstable, heat, light, heavy metals, and other
impurities will result in its decomposition, oxygen gas, and heat
released.12−14 Under the influence of reactant activity, hydrogen
peroxide and peroxy acid accumulate at different degrees during
the reaction and decompose rapidly when heated.15 In addition,
the epoxidation reaction itself is highly exothermic,16,17 once the
temperature is out of control, extremely easy to cause reaction
accidents.18−21 Therefore, the study on the safety of the indirect
epoxidation process is helpful to avoid serious safety accidents in
industrial processes and has important practical significance.
In this paper, the synthesis of epoxiconazole was chosen as a

typical indirect epoxidation of highly hindered substituted
olefins. Epoxiconazole is a famous broad-spectrum fungicide
commonly used in agricultural production22 and its effect
inhibits synthesizing pathogenic ergosterol and hinders the
pathogenic cell wall from forming.23 It is an effective
preventative measure against leaf spots, mildew, and spotting
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for bananas, green onions, garlic, celery, kidney beans, melons,
asparagus, peanuts, sugar beets, and other crops.24,25 The
indirect epoxidation synthesis of fluconazole is carried out using
triazolene as the raw material, using hydrogen peroxide and
maleic anhydride to react to generate peroxy acid for
epoxidation,26 as shown in Scheme 1.

The safety of the indirect epoxidation process has not been
reported. In view of the hazard of epoxidation, the process of
synthesizing epoxiconazole was studied by online Raman
combined with offline HPLC for the first time, clarifying the
space-time rule and potential risk distribution of peroxide
formation. Then the exothermic characteristics of the
epoxidation process were studied by reaction calorimeter
RC1, and the safety of the mixed system in different reaction
stages was tested by TSU. Finally, the decomposition kinetics of
the mixed system after the reaction was studied, and the relevant
kinetic parameters were obtained. The change of reaction rate
and conversion with time was simulated under adiabatic
conditions. It provides the technical basis for final industrializa-
tion safety control.

2. EXPERIMENT
2.1. Reagents.Hydrogen peroxide (50%), maleic anhydride

(≥99%), sodium bisulfate (≥99%), and chloroform (≥99%)
were all purchased from China Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd.
1-(2-Chlorophenyl)-2-(4-fluorophenyl)-3-(1,2,4-triazole) pro-
pene (95%) was purchased from Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical
Technology Co., Ltd. All reagents were used without further
purification.
2.2. High-Performance Liquid Chromatography.High-

performance liquid chromatography (Waters1525); Agilent SB-
C18 (150 mm × 4.6 mm (i.d),5 μm). Mobile phase:
acetonitrile/methanol/water (volume ratio: 40:20:40); column
temperature: 30 °C; flow rate: 1.0 mL/min; detection
wavelength: 230 nm.
2.3. Automatic Reaction Calorimeter. A reaction

calorimeter (RC1e; Mettler Toledo, Zurich, Switzerland) was
used to assess the exothermic conditions during the process.
IControl software is used to analyze the test data processing, and
can get the heat flow (Q), thermal conversion rate (X), heat
transfer coefficient (U), adiabatic temperature rise (ΔTad),
specific heat (Cp), and other thermodynamic information.
2.4. Thermal Screening Unit. A thermal Screening Unit

(TSU; HEL, United Kingdom) was used to study the thermal
decomposition characteristics of the reactants. The test ball is
constructed using Hastelloy with a volume of 10 mL. The
temperature range was from 30 to 300 °C. The operating
pressure range is 0−100 bar, the heating rate is 5 K/min, and the
loading volume is 1−3 g.
2.5. Online Raman Spectroscopy. An Online Raman

spectrometer (ReactRaman 785; Mettler Toledo) was used to
monitor the reaction process. By comparing the disappearance
rate of the significant absorption peak of the reactant and the

formation rate of the significant absorption peak of the product,
the existence of active intermediates in the reaction process is
judged.27,28 The collection time of a single spectrogram is set as
15 s and the Raman exposure time as 1 s.
2.6. Differential Scanning Calorimetry. A differential

scanning calorimetry (HP DSC1, Mettler Toledo) was used for
thermal safety study of a milligram sample to obtain the thermal
decomposition status of the sample to be tested. The samples
were contained in a high-pressure gold-plated crucible with a
volume of 30 μL. The sample mass was 3.0 ± 0.2 mg and the
temperature range was 30−350 °C. The heating rates selected in
these experiments were 3, 5, and 8 K/min.
2.7. Synthesis Method. Triazolene chloroform solution

(wt 20%) (134 g, 0.0855 mol, 1.0 equiv) and maleic anhydride
(83.8 g, 0.8551mol, 10.0 equiv) were added to a 500mL reactor,
and the mixture was cooled to 20 ± 1 °C after full dissolution.
Sodium bisulfate (0.2 g, 0.0020 mol, 0.02 equiv) was added, and
wt 50% hydrogen peroxide (35.0 g, 0.5130 mol, 6.0 equiv) was
dropwise added in 2.5 h, and the temperature was kept at 20 ± 1
°C for 16−20 h after dropwise addition finished. Sampling and
analysis to triazolene were less than 10% as the reaction end
point. The NMR characterization29 of the product is shown in
Figures S1 and S2.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Reaction Mechanism. The C�C double bond

changes from a one-dimensional linear moiety to a C−O−C
two-dimensional plane in epoxidation. First, the acid anhydride
reacts with hydrogen peroxide to form peroxy acid, and then, the
peroxy acid reacts with alkene.30 The epoxide is obtained
through a transition state. The reaction mechanism is shown in
Scheme 2, which was further verified by online Raman
spectroscopy combined with HPLC.

3.1.1. Characteristic Peak Identification. Online Raman
spectroscopy was used for analyzing chloroform, maleic
anhydride, and hydrogen peroxide. The results of the Raman
spectral analysis of each starting material are shown in Figure 1.
Spectral analysis revealed that the primary characteristic

absorption peaks are at 260 cm−1 (Cl−C−Cl degeneracy bend),
366 cm−1 (Cl−C−Cl symmetrical bend), and 667 cm−1 (C−Cl
symmetrical stretch) for chloroform;31,32 635 cm−1 (ring
deformation), 869 cm−1 (C−C stretch), 1065 cm−1 (C−O
stretch), 1592 cm−1 (C�C stretch), and 1849 cm−1 (C�O
stretch) for maleic anhydride;33 and 881 cm−1 (O−O stretch)
for hydrogen peroxide.34

3.1.2. Process Monitoring. Combined online Raman spec-
troscopy and HPLC analysis were adopted to monitor the
reaction process in this study. The peaks at 1849, 881, and 1149
cm−1 were selected as the characteristic absorption peaks of
maleic anhydride, hydrogen peroxide, and maleic acid
peroxide,35 respectively. The concentration changes of the
triazolene starting material and epoxiconazole during the

Scheme 1. Chemical Reaction Showing the Formation of
Epoxiconazole

Scheme 2. Epoxidation Reaction Mechanism
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reaction were analyzed using HPLC. The relative concentration
changes of each component in the reaction are shown in Figure
2.
The results showed that the characteristic absorption peak of

hydrogen peroxide at 881 cm−1 increased rapidly with hydrogen
peroxide feeding, which is marked with a blue line (Figure 2).
Conversely, the characteristic absorption peak of maleic
anhydride at 1849 cm−1 showed a rapid decrease (black line).
Furthermore, the characteristic absorption peak of maleic acid
peroxide at 1149 cm−1 increased rapidly (red line). In the
hydrogen peroxide feeding stage, maleic anhydride promptly
reacts with hydrogen peroxide to generate maleic acid peroxide,
which is a feeding control reaction. HPLC analysis showed that
the conversion rate of triazolene was low, as indicated by the
green line, and epoxiconazole was produced less, as indicated by
the pink line in the hydrogen peroxide feeding stage. After the
completion of hydrogen peroxide feeding, the conversion rate of
triazolene and the generation of epoxiconazole gradually
increased. Some solid epoxiconazoles were generated in the
reaction system. The conversion of triazolene to epoxiconazole
was related to the concentration of maleic acid peroxide in the
system, and the reaction was kinetically controlled.
3.2. Exothermic Properties of the Epoxidation Re-

action. The exothermic characteristics of the epoxidation
process are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Triazolene andmaleic anhydride were added to chloroform to
form a suspension solution, and 50% hydrogen peroxide was
added dropwise when the temperature was decreased to 20.0 °C
± 1 °C. When hydrogen peroxide was added, the solid in the
suspension solution gradually dissolved, and a chemical reaction
occurred. The reaction was initially endothermic, with a
maximum endothermic rate of 13.5 W·kg−1. After 30 min of
hydrogen peroxide feeding, the apparent reaction became
exothermic, gradually reaching the maximum heat release rate
of 15.7 W·kg−1. The solid material precipitated out of the
reaction medium as the feeding progressed; the heat release rate
gradually decreased, and the average heat release rate
throughout the dripping of hydrogen peroxide was 6.2 W·
kg−1. After hydrogen peroxide feeding, the reaction heat
conversion rate was 39.7%; this indicates considerable heat
accumulation during the reaction process. After 30 min, the
reaction heat release rate suddenly increased with accelerated
solid precipitation. After maintaining for 11 h, the system
exhibited no notable thermal effect.
The results of the current study reveal that the specific heat

capacity for the reactant liquid is 3.13 kJ·kg−1·K−1, the
epoxidation reaction process was overall exothermic, and the
total apparent heat release was 268.0 kJ·kg−1 (based on the mass
of the triazolene chloroform solution). The adiabatic temper-
ature rise was 45.6 K, reaction heat accumulation was 60.3%, and
the maximum temperature of the synthesis reaction (MTSR)
was 47.5 °C when the cooling system failed.
3.3. Process Safety. 3.3.1. Thermal Stability Study during

the Reaction. The stability and safety of the epoxidation
reaction system were studied in different stages by a thermal
stability test. We collected four samples denoted as a, b, c, and d.
Sample a is collected at the end of the hydrogen peroxide
feeding; b is the reaction mixture kept warm for 3 h; c is the
reaction mixture kept warm for 6 h; and d is the reaction mixture
collected at the end of the reaction. The results are shown in
Figure 5.
The results show that the samples at each stage of the reaction

are thermally unstable, and the temperature and pressure
showed a sharp rise with more heat release at 35−50 °C for each
sample. With the extension of the holding time, the maximum
temperature and pressure rise rate gradually decreased (Figure
6). At the end of hydrogen peroxide feeding, the maximum
temperature rise rate of sample a was 31 times more, and
maximum pressure rise rate was 41 times more than that of

Figure 1. Raman spectra of the main raw materials.

Figure 2. Reaction trend of each component. (Hydrogen peroxide is added in the dashed interval.)
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sample d. A large amount of the maleic acid peroxide
intermediate was generated in the reaction system during
hydrogen peroxide feeding, resulting in the highest risk of
decomposition. Therefore, risk control measures such as
emergency quenching and overpressure relief must be
established to avoid explosions in upscale tests and industrial
applications of the epoxidation reaction.
3.3.2. Kinetics of Thermal Decomposition. In this study,

considering the influence of the two important factors,
conversion rate α and temperature T,36 and that these two
parameters are independent of one another, the reaction rate
equation can be expressed as

= ·t f k Td /d ( ) ( )

where α is the conversion rate, t is the reaction time, and f(α) is
the reaction mechanism function.
The rate constant k is closely related to temperature T.

Applying the Arrhenius equation, the following equation is
obtained:

= · ·t f A E RTd /d ( ) ( ) exp( / )

whereT is the temperature in Kelvin, t is the time in seconds, E is
activation energy kJ·mol−1, A(α) is the pre-exponential factor

with the unit s−1, and R is the universal gas constant with the unit
kJ·mol−1·K−1.
According to the reaction rate equation, the activation energy

for the decomposition reaction is closely related to the reaction
rate, conversion rate, and temperature. A differential scanning
calorimeter was used to determine the variation trend of the
solid−liquid self-decomposition reaction rate after the epox-
idation reaction using different scanning rates, as shown in
Figure 7.
The results indicate that the increased temperature rate was

reduced by 2.7 times, the initial decomposition temperature was
decreased by 19.3 °C, and themaximum self-decomposition rate
was reduced by 2.5 times. Because of this, a higher rate of
temperature increase indicates a higher initial detected
decomposition temperature. Using Friedman’s equal conversion
rate differential method,37 AKTS (Advanced Kinetics and
Technology Solutions) software obtained the activation energy
for the decomposition reaction. Figure 8 shows that the
activation energy for the self-decomposition reaction from the
sample was 44−104 kJ/mol. The fluctuation range was
extensive, indicating that the decomposition process of the
sample was more complex.38

3.3.3. Decomposition Reaction Safety. Using the thermo-
kinetic results, the decomposition thermokinetics for the time
taken to the maximum reaction rate under adiabatic conditions

Figure 3. Reaction heat flow rate curve.

Figure 4. Reaction heat flow rate curve in the early stage.
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(TMRad)39 of the material solution after the epoxiconazole
synthesis reaction were studied and analyzed. The results of the
study are shown in Figure 9. Under adiabatic conditions, TD2 is
the temperature at which the time to the maximum reaction rate
for thermal decomposition is 2 h. Here, TD2 was 119.4 °C, while

that at 4 h (TD4) was 110.2 °C, that at 8 h (TD8) was 100.8 °C,
that at 24 h (TD24) was 87.2 °C, and that at 168 h (TD168) was
65.9. (the specific heat capacity for the sample was 3.13 kJ·kg−1·
K−1, and the system Phi was 1.05).

Figure 5.Time−temperature−pressure curve for the TSU calorimetric test. (a) End of the hydrogen peroxide feeding; (b) reactionmixture kept warm
for 3 h; (c) reaction mixture kept warm for 6 h; and (d) reaction mixture collected at the end of the reaction.

Figure 6. Relationship between temperature and pressure rise rate in
each stage of epoxidation. Figure 7. Variation trend of the self-decomposition rate.
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TD8 and TD24 are the temperatures at which the time to the
maximum reaction rate for material decomposition are 8 and 24
h under adiabatic conditions, which is critical for risk control in
emergencies.40 Considering the relationship between time,
temperature, and conversion rate for the decomposition
reaction, the results for the decomposition mechanics study
for TD8 and TD24 are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively.
Under adiabatic conditions, when the sample was at 100.8 °C

(TD8), the initial decomposition reaction rate, decomposition
reaction conversion rate, and sample temperature slowly
increased. At 4.4 h, the decomposition reaction conversion
rate increased to 16.1% and the decomposition reaction rate
significantly increased. The decomposition reaction rate reached
its maximum at 8 h, and the decomposition reaction conversion
rate increased to 83.8%. At 8.8 h, all of the materials were
decomposed.
Under adiabatic conditions, when the sample was at 87.2 °C

(TD24), the initial decomposition reaction rate, decomposition
reaction conversion rate, and sample temperature slowly
increased. At 12 h, the decomposition reaction conversion rate
increased to 13.9%, and the decomposition reaction rate

significantly increased. The decomposition reaction rate reached
its maximum at 24 h, and the decomposition reaction conversion
rate increased to 88.5%. At 25.4 h, all of the materials were
decomposed.

Figure 8. Activation energy of the self-decomposition reaction of the
feed liquid after epoxidation.

Figure 9. TMRad curve of the self-decomposition reaction of epoxidation. (a) 0−14 h; (b) 0−210 h.

Figure 10. Trend of self-decomposition reaction at TD8 = 100.8 °C.

Figure 11. Trend of self-decomposition reaction at TD24 = 87.2 °C.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The reaction mechanism and process safety for epoxidation of
triazolenes and hydrogen peroxide as the oxygen source were
studied herein, providing technical bases for their production,
storage, and transportation. The results are summarized as
follows:
(1) In the epoxidation of 1-(2-chlorophenyl)-2-(4-fluoro-

phenyl)-3-(1,2,4-triazole) propene in the presence of
maleic anhydride and with hydrogen peroxide as the
oxygen source, maleic acid peroxide is produced first, and
then, maleic acid peroxide reacts with triazolene to form
the epoxiconazole. The former reaction is fast and is
controlled by hydrogen peroxide feeding, while the latter
is slow and is controlled by kinetics.

(2) The epoxidation process is complicated, involving solid
maleic anhydride dissolution and epoxiconazole precip-
itation. The epoxidation process is exothermic, and the
apparent reaction heat was 1340.0 kJ·kg−1, the adiabatic
temperature rise was 45.60 K, and the maximum
temperature of the synthesis reaction (MTSR) was 47.5
°C when the reaction runaway occurred.

(3) The reaction runaway occurred at 35−50 °C at different
stages along the complete process with a significant
release of heat and gas, thereby raising serious safety
concerns. At the end of hydrogen peroxide feeding, the
temperature and pressure increase rates of decomposition
are at their maximum values. The decomposition kinetics
study showed that the temperatures corresponding to the
time of maximum reaction rate are 89.9 °C (TD24) and
104.1 °C (TD8). The maximum temperature of the
epoxidation reaction process was 47.5 °C when the
reaction runaway occurred, which exceeds the temper-
ature at which the mixture decomposes violently at
different stages of the reaction, thus posing a potential
safety hazard.

In the process of epoxidation reaction scale up and
industrialization, control measures for emergency quenching
and overpressure explosion relief should be established, and
control measures should be started in a timely manner after the
thermal runaway of the reaction system to avoid the violent
decomposition of the materials leading to an accident.
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X Thermal conversion rate, %
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Cp Specific heat capacity, kJ kg−1 K−1

R Gas constant, 8.314 J mol−1 K−1

E Apparent activation energy, kJ mol−1
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MTSR Maximum temperature of the runaway system, °C
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TD24 Initial process temperature at which TMRad is 24 h, °C
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β Heating rate, °C min−1
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Phi Correction factor, dimensionless
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